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WOMEN WILL PLAY A LEADING ROLE IN THE IDEAL 
WORLD I 

May 11, 1992 
Incheon Indoor Gymnasium, Incheon, Korea  
Women’s Federation for World Peace Rallies in twenty-one cities in 
Korea 
 

Most respected guests from Korea and abroad, and members of the 
Women’s Federation for World Peace: 

It is my great honour to be able to speak on my views about world 
peace before so many women leaders from every field of life. The title 
of my speech today is “Women Will Play a Leading Role in the Ideal 
World.” 

In the era in which we live today, we are ushering in a truly important 
transition. We can go beyond ideological barriers, linguistic and cultural 
differences, and racial conflicts, and enter a world of oneness. We all 
yearn for the end of wars, oppression, and exploitation and for the 
beginning of a promising future of true freedom, peace, and prosperity. 

To this day, the system of thought called Godism, advocated by my 
husband, Rev. Sun Myung Moon, has played a decisive role in 
overcoming the unceasing human suffering of the past, caused by the 
misuse of power, and in opening the door to the post-Cold War era. 
Now, in this historic transitional age, we are heading toward 
reconciliation and cooperation. I would like to speak once again about 
this system of thought disclosed by Rev. Moon, which he also named 
head-wing thought. I propose that this great formula for the 
construction of an eternal world of peace based on Godism will serve 
as the guiding principle for women who will pioneer the future world. 

God originally created the object partner of His love to feel joy. To make 
a work of art, sculptors work through the night. They burn up their 
youth, devoting all their energy to their work. Where does this heart 
stem from? Wouldn’t that heart resemble God, who created the object 
partner of His love to taste joy? When you look at the world, you can 
see that the mineral kingdom, the plant kingdom, the animal kingdom, 
and even human beings all exist in pairs. Why do they all exist in pairs? 
It is so that they can interact with each other. 
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In the mineral kingdom positive ions and negative ions interact. If you 
bring together two elements randomly, they will not always fuse 
together. If their properties are not complementary, not even God can 
make them react. On the other hand, if their properties are 
complementary, then not even God can keep them apart. It is apparent 
that God created even the interactions in the mineral kingdom as a 
model of the ideal process of creation through love, though on a lower 
level. 

For this reason, centring on the essence of true love, the heart of God, 
the heart of humankind, all created things and even the animal 
kingdom are bound to communicate with one another. When you enter 
such a state of mind, you can communicate even with a rock. The 
problem is that you have not yet been able to enter such a state. When 
you enter the deep land of mystery, everything in nature is your friend. 
When you enter the state of love filled with ecstasy and you laugh, 
everything in the world of creation and even God Himself will 
harmonize with you. 

Ladies and gentlemen, don’t you have a husband or a wife whom you 
love? How much do you love them? Would you exchange your beloved 
wife for money? Would there be a wife who would exchange her 
husband, whom she truly loves, for all of heaven and earth? When you 
come to think of it, men were born because of women, and women 
were born because of men. It was all because of true love, which is 
living for the sake of others. God created and empowered men and 
women in order to realize the ideal of love through the harmony of yin 
and yang. Only true men and women can be united in true love and, 
based on true love, God and human beings can unite. 

Marriage is successful through the infusion of true love originating in 
the vertical, absolute value of God, after men and women connect 
horizontally through their absolute, true love. As you can see, God, the 
absolute Being, has established true love in the highest and most 
valuable position, as the centre of absolute values. 

At the place where a true man, a true woman and God unite 
completely, based on true love, we can find the key to resolving all our 
problems, including our view of life, view of the universe, and view of 
God. God’s true love invests and invests again, gives, and gives again, 
and forgets having given. If the memory of having given remains, love 
cannot circulate infinitely. Since love is an infinite motion, you ought 
not to dwell on the memory of having given. Love can flow because, 
even after you have given incessantly, again and again, you do not fixate 
on the memory of having given. 
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Then, who gave you love so valuable that you would not exchange it 
even for heaven and earth? Your parents did, and when you trace it 
back to its root, God gave you that love. God gives this love of infinite 
value from the position of the Parent, and then He forgets. Even if the 
sons and daughters who have received that love betray Heaven, He 
gives again. It is because of God’s endless love that you were able to 
come here today and make up this audience. 

For this reason, the path followed by true love is not having others live 
for one’s sake; rather, it is a path of sacrifice where one lives for others. 
For this reason, when God creates the object partner of His love, He 
desires to stand in the position of living for their sake and invests 
everything He possesses 100 percent, repeatedly. The original central 
figure possessing such a heart is God, the Creator of heaven and earth. 

In living for the sake of others, true love gives everything 100 percent, 
1,000 percent, and creates a vacuum. It follows the same principle as 
when air in an area of low pressure generates a circulatory motion from 
an area of high pressure. Accordingly, when you try to live absolutely 
for the sake of others, you will activate infinite power. 

Esteemed members of the Women’s Federation for World Peace, it is 
said, “Women are weak, yet mothers are strong.” This means that, 
though women by themselves may be weak and frail, when they stand 
in the subject position of love as a mother or play a central role of love 
as a wife or a daughter, they become incomparably strong. When they 
give 100 percent for the sake of their object partner, the void created 
by their giving is filled with God’s love and the power of God’s love is 
put in motion. 

Therefore, even for women, when they take after God and assume the 
subject position of passionate love, the power of that love manifests 
as an amazing strength that can save the family, the nation and the 
world. By her passionate, patriotic heart to save her nation, a sixteen-
year-old girl, Yu Gwan-soon, miraculously engulfed the entire nation of 
Korea in the waves of the independence movement. 

As is apparent, God stands in the subject position of love, of giving for 
the sake of human beings, and He exists eternally because His original 
nature continues this process of giving and giving again. That is why 
the logic of eternal life manifests itself in the path of true love. If 
human beings, whom God created as His companions of true love, had 
reached maturity in accordance with God’s Will and inherited His 
absolute and unchanging true love, a history of fundamental world 
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unity would have unfolded and there would not have been this 
wretched history of wars and bloodshed. 

When body and mind are united based on true love, you become the 
companion of God’s own love—His eternal object partner. Not only 
that, you also become the heir of His eternal love. The properties of 
love include the right of inheritance, the right of cohabitation and the 
right of participation. If a loving husband is a president and his wife is 
not even an elementary school graduate, when they become loving a 
husband and wife, what belongs to the husband belongs to the wife 
and they have the right to stay together always, night and day, and to 
participate in each other’s affairs. Since love has these three great 
properties—the right of inheritance, the right of cohabitation and the 
right of participation—when you stand in the position of perfect union 
with God’s absolute and unchanging true love, you can stand with God 
wherever He may be. You have the right to live together with Him and 
always participate in His work. 

When this comes to pass, you can see God without closing your eyes 
and be moved to tears. There is a realm of experience in which a person 
who has encountered the sorrowful heart of God will stop suddenly, 
even in the middle of going somewhere, and cry their heart out. Even 
in the fallen world, there have been many cases in which the love of a 
mother is such that if her child met with an unexpected accident away 
from home, she knew about it intuitively. Even arousing from sleep, 
she cried out her child’s name as she woke up sobbing. 

When you have prepared yourself to absorb into your body and mind 
100 percent of God’s essential true love, which will live for the sake of 
others for tens of thousands of years, the roots of God’s love will be 
anchored in your heart. You will feel everything that He feels, and your 
body automatically will resonate with those feelings. In fact, the body 
is designed to be a resonator of the mind’s world based on true love. 
You have to realize that, in order to achieve the united world of body 
and mind, first God’s love must be restored. However, this task remains 
unfulfilled. 

From the viewpoint of the logic of resonating with true love, when we 
human beings truly love and enter the realm of mutual oneness, we 
can say that God’s life is our life, God’s lineage is our lineage, and the 
created world in God’s possession is our created world. Then we will 
be registered in the kingdom of heaven with the heart of the father and 
the mother embracing heaven and earth. 
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Now, which comes first, love or life? Love comes first. The life of 
humankind was conceived through love based on the ideal of love, and 
so it follows that the essence of human life is love. Therefore, we can 
say that it is nature’s law of life, originating from the essence of love, 
to live for the sake of others, and that in fact, human beings were born 
for the sake of others from the very moment of their birth. If I were 
born only for myself, or if everyone else had to exist only for my sake, 
the concept of love never could become reality. This is because love is 
real only when one desires to give to others and to sacrifice for others. 
The person who sacrifices for the sake of the family can bring about 
love in the family. 

You may think that if you sacrifice for the sake of others, you will lose 
everything. In truth, it is the opposite. If anything, you become the 
subject being of love and the owner of everything, and you also are 
elevated to a higher dimension. A person who sacrifices and serves for 
the sake of the class becomes the class president, and a person who 
sacrifices for the sake of the village becomes the leader of the village. 
Furthermore, a person who sacrifices and serves for the sake of the 
nation becomes the owner of the nation. 

The principle of love is that when love sacrifices for something that is 
greater, the level of that love is elevated. When you sacrifice for 
something greater, rather than being absorbed by it, you can stand at 
its centre and face a new dimension. The reason that Christianity 
became a religion of resurrection is that it teaches to sacrifice for 
others. 

Even when he faced dying on the cross as an innocent man, Jesus 
prayed, “Father … not what I want, but what You want” (Matthew 
26:39). Regarding the Roman soldiers who stabbed him with their 
spears, he beseeched God to forgive their sin along with the sin of 
everyone else who did not know what they were doing. Like God’s life, 
Jesus exemplifies a life lived and sacrificed for the sake of others. It 
became the origin that created the history of resurrection, and thus 
became the essential core of Christian thought and tradition. When you 
sacrifice even your life for the sake of others, you gain life of a higher 
dimension. 

My beloved members of the Women’s Federation for World Peace, 
when you think about it, my visiting North Korea with my husband and 
meeting with President Kim Il Sung and various other party members 
on November 30, 1991, was an exceptionally high-risk endeavour. 
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As you well know, Rev. Sun Myung Moon is a religious leader and the 
leader of the Victory over Communism movement. The North Korean 
leaders have considered him their archenemy, and they have even 
carried out all kinds of schemes, both in Korea and abroad, to eliminate 
my husband. And yet, depending solely on God, we were able to go to 
North Korea and proclaim, “Unification cannot be brought about 
through Juche ideology. Unification is possible only through Godism.” 
We had a heart of love, desiring only to save them and to live for their 
sake, and we had a martyr’s spirit, ready to endure any sacrifice 
necessary to open the gates to the reunification of the homeland. We 
put into practice the words, “Those who are ready to die will live, and 
those who seek to live will die,” similar to Jesus’ saying in Matthew 
16:25. 

True love can serve as the basis for conquering even hell. When you 
come to possess true love, all sorrows and pains transform into joy 
within that true love. In other words, true love is the desire of the 
original nature of humankind, which remains as an absolute authority 
that is greater than any authority asserted through power, knowledge, 
or money. 

In this regard, throughout history God’s strategy to save humankind 
and Satan’s strategy to block Him are exactly opposite in nature. God’s 
strategy is to be struck first and then to receive, whereas Satan strikes 
first and then is dispossessed. Consider the history of the First and 
Second World Wars and the Cold War. In all of these, the side that 
struck first had to surrender. However, if someone robs God, God does 
not kill him and recover what was taken. Even though He has the power 
to appear imposingly as the master of the universe and strike and take 
things back by force, He still suffers as He receives the first blow. 

By sacrificing themselves, parents walk the path of leading their 
disloyal children to repentance. To establish the high road of the law 
of nature, God personally goes to Satan and teaches him to do this and 
that, just as when a master comes to visit his or her pupil. 

However, history has shown us that Satan struck the master who went 
to teach him. Do you know what happens after you are struck? You are 
eligible to receive recompense for damages. Confucius endured much 
persecution. Jesus was accused of being a rebel before the Roman 
Empire and was killed. Only after a long period in history where they 
acknowledged as saints. Has there ever been anyone recognized as a 
saint while they were alive on earth? 
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As is apparent, though such saints suffered miserably in their own 
times, through the progression of historical ages they were elevated. 
When you ask to be paid for damages, do not ask for the payment to 
be completed in ten or twenty years. The longer it takes, the more of 
the world you can claim. So, when you ask for compensation, after 
enduring and persevering for thousands of years, and then calculate 
what you are owed, you will find that the “money” deposited in the 
“bank” has yielded interest that has compounded until, in the end, you 
find that you have more than enough money to buy that bank. 

God seeks while waiting to recover something. He employs the strategy 
of being struck first and then receives back what was taken. When the 
evil world persecutes you from all quarters and oppresses you, 
heavenly fortune will help you to leap forward and go beyond all 
opposition. 

God has allowed my husband and me many opportunities to undergo 
such experiences. Being persecuted is a secret method of inheriting 
the enemy’s right of possession. In this way, the person whom God 
loves is always under the protection of heavenly fortune. Even if God 
has an enemy whom He wishes to overcome, God will not punish that 
person because God knows that that person has parents and a wife, 
as well as sons and daughters who love him. Since God also has 
crossed the valley of tears, when He experiences the heart of His 
enemy’s parents, wife, and children, who love him more than anyone 
else, He simply cannot eliminate this enemy. 

When you really come to feel God’s heart, how could you possibly seek 
revenge? When you come to know God’s heart, you want to help your 
enemy instead. Only then can you focus on love, which is the great 
road of the law of nature, and can you travel that great road which 
embraces all as one. Only then will heaven and earth move in unison, 
and will God shed tears. He will be delighted because you resemble 
Him. 

Since God takes this viewpoint, we can understand why we need to 
love our enemy. Such a power comes neither from knowledge, money 
nor authority. Only true love has that power. Therefore, for your 
beloved sons, daughters, and parents, South and North Korea must go 
beyond thinking of each other as enemies and yearn for reunification 
in the spirit of true love, of living and sacrificing for the sake of others. 

Respected members of the Women’s Federation for World Peace, let 
us all fulfill our duties as servants with the heart of parents. Let us 
shed sweat for earth, tears for humanity and blood for heaven, appease 
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the sorrows of our Heavenly Parent, the marvellous master who 
created the universe, shouldering the cross of constructing one world 
of peace, and let us march forward on the path of world salvation. 

Let us not forget that, though our destination seems as far as the other 
end of the world, our starting point is that reality where our mind and 
body are united based on true love. We need to bear in mind that when 
our families become the settlement of eternal happiness and true love, 
they can realize our desired ideal nation and world. 

Our Women’s Federation for World Peace movement will help start the 
Family Federation for World Peace movement, in which all peoples of 
the world can participate. It will lead the five races to construct a world 
of true love where generation after generation will live and give for the 
sake of others while enjoying eternal life. Let us all resolve to challenge 
ourselves to act and take the lead in this historic enterprise. 

Praying that God’s blessings will be with you and your families, I would 
like to conclude my speech. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 


